Wellsheet Appoints Dr. Frederik Lindberg, MD, PhD, and Healthcare
Executive as VP of Product Management
Former Flatiron Health executive Dr. Frederik Lindberg, MD, PhD joins Wellsheet
management team to lead product management and transform the EHR experience for
physicians.
NEWARK, N.J. (PRWEB) June 26, 2020 -- Wellsheet Inc., the company transforming the Electronic Health
Record (EHR) experience, announced today the appointment of former Flatiron Health, Friendhealth and
Experian executive, and infectious disease trained physician, Dr. Frederik Lindberg, as VP of Product
Management.
Dr. Lindberg received an MD and PhD in Medical/Molecular Microbiology from Umea University, and trained
as a Fellow of infectious diseases at the Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis. Dr. Lindberg
holds 2 patents and his research includes analyzing genes and identifying the most invariable critical
components to use as vaccines, and regulation of genes responsible for inducible resistance to antibiotics. After
receiving his MD and PhD, Dr. Lindberg continued his career in clinical medicine and molecular biology
research, then leapt with both feet into the world of startups, computer technology and data. He has coded, led
technology and product teams and served as a founder, CTO and advisor to technology and healthcare
companies.
“Technology should do the grunt work, so that clinicians can focus on patients and medical decisions. I’m
excited to work with the team here at Wellsheet to transform the EHR and give physicians back that precious
time,” said Dr. Frederik Lindberg, VP of Product Management at Wellsheet.
“I’m pleased to welcome Dr. Lindberg to Wellsheet’s management team as VP of Product Management,” said
Craig Limoli, CEO and founder of Wellsheet. “Dr. Lindberg is an outstanding leader who understands market
needs, how to quickly translate them into new technologies to scale organizations and was critical as our
customers deployed Wellsheet as a COVID-19 tracker and alert system. He is respected by clinicians and
administrators alike and his unique combination of medicine, research, technology, and leadership are a huge
asset to Wellsheet.”
Dr. Chuck Perry, Wellsheet’s Chief Medical Officer, is transitioning out of his current role with the company.
Dr. Perry’s contributions during his tenure were fundamental to the commercial and clinical success of
Wellsheet. The company thanks him for his service, and wishes him the best.
Wellsheet’s predictive clinical workflow platform pulls data from the EHR, prioritizes clinical content through
specialized machine learning algorithms, and optimizes the provider workflow, anticipating the needs of the
doctor to help facilitate a more effortless episode of care. It assembles the right information in an intuitive
workflow that allows doctors and nurses to arrive at the right clinical insights. Having this layer on top of the
EHR gives clinicians the ability to take action in real time without having to compromise the provider-patient
interaction.
Ease of implementation
Traditional implementation timelines to integrate new technology with the EHR are usually prolonged,
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cumbersome and costly affairs. Wellsheet uses the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
application programming interfaces (APIs), and can pull and prioritize key patient data from multiple data
sources for an accelerated implementation and deployment timeline. It also extends the experience to any web
browser and any device, such as a tablet or mobile phone, with the same fidelity, and look and feel, across
different environments. This is a huge plus for clinicians working across various sites of service in the same
facility, or across different EHRs between facilities and different health systems. Wellsheet is a complementary
and seamless part of the EHR and is available through the Cerner and Epic marketplaces.
About Wellsheet
Wellsheet’s predictive clinical workflow platform uses the FHIR API standards to work within an existing EHR
to surface the most relevant content for physicians in a view that is contextualized and prioritized for their
needs. Its AI-powered workflow is intuitive and integrated with the leading EHRs to reduce a physician’s time
in the EHR, lessening physician burnout and improving the quality of patient care. Wellsheet’s SaaS-based
offering is deployed in large healthcare providers. Learn more at http://www.Wellsheet.com, follow us on
Twitter @Wellsheet_Inc on Linkedin or contact us at info@wellsheet.com
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Contact Information
Mari Clapp
Wellsheet, Inc
http://wellsheet.com
+1 4083986433
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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